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METĀLA SKAPIS SWM 204

Tilpums:
1000x435x1990 mm - SWM 204 (EUR: 747.42)
1000x435x1990 mm - SWM 205 (EUR: 1,089.91)

Preces apraksts
Size: 199,43.5,100

During the design and manufacturing process, we care about all the details: order, safety, versatility,
functionality, ergonomics, design and most importantly - people and their needs at the workstation.
Our workshop cabinets, trolleys, boxes, workbenches, tool walls and industrial computer cabinets
due to their high quality, functionality and durability will surely meet your expectations. Our
workshop furniture allow for practical arrangement of every workstation. Every workshop furniture
is made of powder coated steel sheet protected from corrosion, in 16 standard colours. It is also
possible to customize the construction and the colour according to the client’s individual needs.
SWM WORKSHOP CABINETS Anyone can choose the suitable cabinet for storing any kind of
equipment in their workshop. Extremely strong and practical metal workshop cabinets perform well
under any conditions. The height of shelves is adjustable due to mounting holes punched every 25
mm. Door handles are equipped with a 2 point blocking lock. Workshop cabinet designed to be
equipped with containers: - there are strips on the back wall of the cabinet, made for hanging 72 tool
boxes (of dimensions as follows: (108x144x224/170mm) - there are metal strips on the doors of the
cabinet for hanging 80 tool boxes (dimensions: 6x77x119/90mm). Containers are not included.
Assembly not necessary. Delivery costs are not included, but this can be agreed separately.
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